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 HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

CONTACT US
+1 210 522 2122




We are solving problems with tomorrow’s technology to positively impact society.  Our multidisciplinary team enables and accelerates the realization of automation solutions for government and industry.  Our recognized expertise and innovation in artificial intelligence, robotics, high reliability and intelligent transport systems are in demand by the transportation, defense, manufacturing, and biomedical sectors to deliver relevant applied research, advanced prototypes, and turn-key systems.





 Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Our analysts and engineers focus on machine learning, perception, planning, robotics process automation, and decision science where fundamental AI approaches and methods link with sensor fusion and meta information. Our staff develop specific applications and conduct research and development on novel AI algorithms in areas including agriculture, automotive, defense, medical, sports, transportation and more.


Contact
+1 210 522 2668

Market Segments
	Healthcare Data Analysis
	Human Performance Solutions
	Markerless Motion Capture Laboratory
	Perception Technologies for Dynamic Environments
	Smart Agriculture Solutions




 High Reliability Systems
Southwest Research Institute® (SwRI®) is a world-renowned supplier of mission-critical systems for the aerospace, automotive, oil and gas, critical infrastructure, and transportation industries. We have core competencies in software development, cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, data analytics, and systems engineering.


Contact
+1 210 522 6589

Market Segments
	Automotive Cyber Security
	Cyber Physical Systems Security
	Data Analytics & Machine Learning
	Embedded Systems Software & Engineering
	Flight Software
	Manufacturing Cybersecurity
	Methane Leak Detection
	Oil & Gas Instrumentation & Control
	Smart Energy Technologies
	Smart Grid Technology & Security
	Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition (SCADA) Network Security
	Systems & Software Engineering




 Intelligent Transportation Systems
SwRI has over 25 years of experience developing and deploying intelligent transportation systems and traffic management technology to create safer, more coordinated, and more efficient transportation networks. These smart technologies – including connected vehicle (CV) technologies, sensors, telematics and analytics – can optimize traffic patterns, reduce congestion and improve mobility and efficiency on today's roadwarys. ITS developments include Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS), Integrated Corridor Management Systems (ICMS), Vehicle Data Exchanges (V2X) and Active-Vision™ software using computer vision and machine learning to detect and address traffic incidents. To date, SwRI has deployed its ITS software and systems in over 60 cities across 15 states in the USA.


Contact
+1 210 522 6065

Market Segments
	Active-Vision Anomaly Detection
	ActiveITS Advanced Traffic Management System
	Commercial Vehicle Operations
	Connected Vehicle Technologies
	Integrated Corridor Management 
	Transportation Data Analysis
	Transportation Systems Sector Cybersecurity




 Robotics
Our roboticists and automation engineers apply innovative capabilities and technologies for intelligent robotic solutions. We advance customer capabilities by bringing research to reality through multidisciplinary solutions in automated vehicles and mobile robotics, novel robotic platform design and development, industrial manipulation and automation, modeling and simulation, path planning, and process integration. Our blend of capabilities across all robotics disciplines positions SwRI as one of the most comprehensive robotics research and development organizations in the world.


Contact
+1 210 522 6821

Market Segments
	Automated Driving Systems & UGVs
	Automation Solutions
	Collaborative Robot Laboratory
	Confined Space Robots 
	Intelligent Manufacturing & Process Solutions
	Large Workspace Robotics 
	Robotics Research & Development
	 Unmanned Aerial Systems




 Strategic Business & Program Development
We connect customers with expertise.  We link crosscutting research-based solutions for government and industry with staff, skills, capabilities, and resources from Intelligent Systems and across all SwRI. We cultivate and grow relationships with customers and collaborators to solve real-world challenges with innovative technical solutions.


Contact
+1 210 522 2994

Market Segments
	Robot Operating System (ROS)
	ROS-Industrial
	ROS-Industrial Consortium
	Strategic Manufacturing Solutions
	TMAC South Central Region
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Quality Certifications
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